We calculate the total cross section for e+e--+e+e-W+W-, a process which proceeds via two virtual photons. If the intermediate boson <w") has no anomalous magnetic moment and pointlike vertices, this process can yield a larger cross section than the one-photon process e+e--, W+W-at sufficiently high energies. Otherwise, the one-photon mechanism is dominant. Numerical results for several values of m w and the magnetic moment are presented. The effect of the Weinberg theory is shown to be negligible in these results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this note we consider the problem of colliding electron beam production of intermediate boson W-3 pairs if such bosons exist. This is an example of a fundamental process which canbe studied for the first time by colliding beam machines with high energies and luminosities that now exist or are under construction. ' The lowest-order process which proceeds via annihilation into one virtual photon has been well studied (e'e---) w'w-). 2 Here we examine the higher-order mechanism (ee --y*Y*ee -eeW+W-) which employs two virtual photons. Several groups 3-5 have studied such two-photon processes in other cases (e.g., pion pair production) and found that their cross sections exceeded the one-photon processes at reasonable colliding beam energies (at E -1 GeV for pions). It is reasonable to ask whether such a circumstance of a large ratio of the two-photon to the one-photon process also happens in the case of vector bosons. Our result is that it can if the W boson has no anomalous magnetic moment, but not for nonzero moment. The W boson is assumed to have pointlike form factors. The effects of the Weinberg theory6 of weak and electromagnetic interactions on this process are shown to be negligible. In Section II the two-photon cross section is calculated and the results are displayed numerically for different values of mw and the anomalous magnetic moment and are compared to the one-photon process. The modifications to the calculation due to the Weinberg theory are discussed in Section III.
II. TWO-PHOTON CROSS SECTION FOR W-PAIR PRODUCTION
In Fig. 1 are shown the diagrams which contribute to ee -eeW'W-to order (u4 in the cross section. One contrasts them with the lowest order diagrams for e+e--w+w-, shown in Fig. 2 , which proceeds via one virtual photon. Very simple considerations reveal the striking difference between -2-these two processes.
In Fig. 2 the photon has k2 = 4E2 = 4W2 > 0, which is large and timelike . > however, in Fig. 1 for either photon -k2 G 2EE' (1-cos 0') -t m'2(E-E')2/EE' , where 8 t is the angle between the initial and final electrons, and E (El) is the initial (final) electron energy in the lab. If the electrons are detected very close to the forward direction, cos 0 1 z 1 and k2 s -mi, which is small and spacelike. In fact, the photons are essentially real (k2 G 0) and one can consider the calculation of these diagrams in two parts: a) study the spectrum given an exhaustive discussion of the general two-photon process ee -eey*y*-eeX, and have compared exact calculations with calculations in this "equivalent photon" approximation (e. g. , for ee + ee7r") . They have shown that the approximation is a very good one (erring by the order of 10%) and becomes better for a more massive final state X. This is reasonable since the equivalent photon approach is, roughly speaking, an expansion in k2/mE z rnz/rng . 
-3-Our problem, then, is to determine o r/ -wtw-(s). We assume that the W boson obeys the standard quantum electrodynamics of massive vector bosons as given by Lee and Yang8 and has no strong interactions (i. e. , pointlike form factors).
The W boson has a magnetic moment & = I+ K in units of e/2mW; the quadrupole moment is here not arbitrary but given by Q = -eK /m& . Figure 3 gives the relevant diagrams and notation. 9 Note that with the bosons of momenta k kare associated polarization vectors E P v CL! P 1' 2' 1' 2 1' 3' 77lJ2
respectively. The photon-photon center-of-mass frame is chosen for convenience; as usual, s = (kl+k2)2 = (ql+q2)2, and 6 is the angle between q1 and kl in this frame. E is the colliding beam energy (p; = pi = E) in the @.
The S-matrix element is then
where and
is the direct term (Fig. 3a) . Also,
-4-is the crossed term ( Fig. 3b ) and MSg pvcq = 2 g&%k!p -g pa g up -g/&m! is the seagull contribution ( Fig. 3c ) required by Bose statistics and gauge invariance, k'M 1 PVcLP =kVM 2 WJaP = 0. This requirement is explicitly satisfied by the above tensor.
Proceeding to the cross section in the standard way, one gets
where
spins has been summed over final spins and averaged over initial ones. This can be expressed as (7) where E denotes that the supplementary conditions ql. nl= q2*n2 = 0 have been P used to set terms proportional to q; or q2 to zero, and also, for the photons, kl+ E l=k2. e2 = 0 have been used to set terms with PI and ki to zero. There is a subtlety here responsible for the extra term which is explained further in the Appendix. Essentially, the condition k. E = 0 cannot be naively applied to both photons in a two-photon process without some care being taken to obtain a correct and truly gauge-invariant result.
To obtain an explicit expression for I mfi I 2, the algebraic computer which is, by itself, "pseudo-gauge-invariant" even though E'k'% 12 /.lv = eVk%% 2 1 c"v=O* NOW M PV M" = %IpV%" -2, so dropping both k -w and k 2v (i.e., using both subsidiary conditions) results in an error in the cross section. It is easily verified that setting either k l/.Zk2v to zero will give the correct answer. 
